
WE ARE 
GREEN
COVENTRY CLIMATE 
CHANGE AND THE
JOURNEY TO COP26

Exploring how arts, culture and heritage 
can act as a vehicle for climate action and 
make a greener future for us all, our city,
and our planet.



We Are Green explores how arts, culture and heritage can act 
as a vehicle for climate action, activism and change. Support-
ing a cleaner, greener, carbon neutral future for our city, our 
planet and us all.

Coventry City of Culture Trust, with support from The National 
Lottery Heritage Fund, has teamed up with many partners and 
organisations across Coventry and Warwickshire to put on a
programme of public events, exhibitions, films and talks with 
Green Futures at its centre. 

The Green Futures programme will respond to Coventry’s
journey to COP26, the 26th UN Climate Change Conference
of the Parties, this year hosted in Glasgow.

We will respond to the city as a forest, unearth its hidden nature 
and become the most environmentally friendly UK City of
Culture to date.

FOLLOW OUR STORY AND JOIN THE CONVERSATION AT:
coventry2021.co.uk/explore/green-futures 
@coventry2021 
#GreenFutures #HeritageSupported #COP26 #WeAreGreen

With thanks to our partners Coventry Biennial of Contemporary Art,
UK Green Film Festival, Cinecov, Change Festival, Warwick Arts Centre,
FarGo Village, The Pod, Food Union, sirenscrossing, the British Mycological Society. 

Photography on pages 3, 4 and 12 by Sinead Patching Photography

PRINCIPAL PARTNERS



WALKING FOREST COVENTRY
FRI 15 – SAT 16 OCT 2021
FREE

FRIDAY 15 OCT 2021
Starts 7.08AM, walk with us from 8.30AM
at Spencer Park, CV5 6NP
Ends 7PM at Coventry Cathedral, CV1 5AB

SATURDAY 16 OCT 2021
Starts 7.30AM at Coventry Cathedral, CV1 5AB
Ends 6.08PM at Sherbourne Valley Allotments, CV5 8NW

Walking Forest Coventry is a street-based, city-wide walking
performance taking place on Friday 15 and Saturday 16 October
2021 dawn until dusk.

Be part of our journey as women from Coventry carry a felled tree 
through the city streets. We’ll pause at different points along the route as 
the tree becomes a speakers’ corner, a shelter, a stage, a space where 
we can gather to eat, listen and exchange stories.

Standing up with, as and on behalf of nature in Coventry
Raise a collective voice for climate, racial and social justice. 
 
We bear our collective grief over our loss of the natural world,
species, ancient woodlands, as women, as ancestors. We
demonstrate courage and vulnerability, creating space for
lament, but also inspiring hope, the feeling we are not alone.
      – Alice, Coventry
 
WITNESS
As a felled tree moves through the streets of Coventry, from dawn
to dusk on Friday 15 October and Saturday 16 October 2021. 

WALK WITH US
Join Coventry women in an act of endurance and love for the planet
and future generations, planting seeds of courage across the city. 

SHARE
Meet us and take part at different points on the journey as the tree
becomes a speakers’ corner, a shelter, a stage, a space where we
can gather to eat, listen and exchange stories.
 
Co-curated by Coventry women, working with Walking Forest artists
Ruth Ben-Tovim, Shelley Castle, Anne-Marie Culhane and Lucy Neal.

Find out more about Walking Forest Coventry at coventry2021.co.uk  

Follow the route on Instagram and join us any time throughout the day.

@coventry2021  @walkingforest4 
#WalkingForest #HeritageSupported
#GreenFutures #Cop26



EXHIBITIONS 
Presented as part of Coventry Biennial 2021

LISTENING TO THE ANTHROPOCENE 
FRI 8 OCT 2021 – SUN 23 JAN 2022
FREE
Coventry Cathedral, CV1 5AB

International artists with relationships to locations that have been 
affected by climate change present sound and moving image artworks 
which have been specifically installed in the Nave of the iconic Coventry 
Cathedral. This exhibition explores the ways that field recording and 
sonic research can help attune us to the shifting state of our planet.
Open 10am - 4pm Monday to Saturday and 12pm - 3pm Sunday. 

TALKING ABOUT THE ANTHROPOCENE
1PM – 5.45PM THU 4 NOV 2021
Pay What You Wish
Coventry Transport Museum, CV1 1JD

A day of talks to accompany the exhibition at Coventry Cathedral. 
Speakers will include artists from the exhibition, as well as writers and 
academics who are critically engaged with climate change and the
concept of the ‘Anthropocene,’ which suggests that we have entered
a new geological age, defined by the impact of human activities on
the planet. 

ROB HAMP – ART CAN BE RUBBISH TOO 
FRI 8 OCT 2021 – SUN 23 JAN 2022
FREE
The Old Grammar School, CV1 1HU

As part of the group exhibition Proof, we have commissioned Rob Hamp 
to work with a wide range of community groups to collect waste from 
some of the UK’s most littered beaches. He has brought this waste back 
to Coventry and recycled the materials into a new architectural work 
titled Art Can Be Rubbish Too. Supported by You Smart Thing and Ezoo 
UK. Open 11am - 6pm. Closed 19 December 2021 - 5 January 2022. 
Supported by You Smart Thing and Ezoo UK.  

A CRASH COURSE IN CLOUDSPOTTING 
THU 7 – WED 20 OCT 2021
Various Times
Pay What You Wish, £3 - £5
Herbert Art Gallery & Museum, CV1 5QP

An invitation to pause. To rest. To listen.

You are invited to experience an intimate audio journey exploring the 
depths of human connection and the subversive act of lying down, 
weaving stories from people living with invisible disabilities and 
chronic illnesses around the country and their personal experiences 
of resting places. 



sirenscrossing winter residency exploring the mycelial city

SAT 9 OCT – SAT 9 NOV 2021
VARIOUS LOCATIONS AND TIMES
Pay What You Wish (£0, £3, £5, £10)

Imagine the city as a place of invisible connections, as part of the
biosphere interlinking all living beings.

Can you see that the city is also a forest? Probe soil and reveal
mycorrhizal networks. Probe bodies and discover that ‘we’ are
ecosystems spanning boundaries and transgressing categories. 

becoming fungi, becoming forest workshops will explore human
entanglements in the shimmering ‘biome’ of interacting beings and
systems (humans, fungi, trees, microbes, and other life), on scales
from massive to microscopic. 

From growing mushrooms on books, to playing with wild yeasts, to
revealing the expansive ‘wood-wide-web’, these workshops are for
all humans, with plenty on offer for the whole family. 

FAMILY FRIENDLY

FREE THE TREES: REVEALING THE
WOOD-WIDE-WEB WITH CAROLYN DEBY
2PM – 4PM SUN 10 OCT 2021
Coventry Cathedral, CV1 5AB

WILD YEASTS GO WILD WITH CAROLYN DEBY
2PM – 4PM SUN 24 OCT 2021
Herbert Art Gallery & Museum,  CV1 5QP

FUN WITH FUNGI WITH JANE USHER
AND TINA BEDEKOVIC 
2PM – 3PM MON 25 OCT  2021
Herbert Art Gallery & Museum, CV1 5QP

ADULTS ONLY - 18+

EAT YOUR WORDS: GROWING MUSHROOMS
ON BOOKS WITH LISA FRANKLIN
2PM – 4PM SAT 9 OCT 2021
2PM – 4PM SAT 6 NOV 2021
Herbert Art Gallery & Museum, CV1 5QP

MYCELIAL SINGING WITH JAMIE MCCARTHY
1PM – 4PM SUN 17 OCT 2021
or 1PM – 4PM SAT 23 OCT 2021
The Old Grammar School, CV1 1HU

5.30PM – 8.30PM FRI 29 OCT
The Box at FarGo Village, CV1 5ED

DELIQUESCENCE DELIGHT: MAKING INK
FROM MUSHROOMS WITH LISA FRANKLIN
2PM – 4PM SAT 30 OCT 2021
Herbert Art Gallery & Museum, CV1 5QP

Commissioned by Coventry City of Culture Trust and
Coventry Biennial co-produced with The Pod.

becomingfungibecomingforest.org.uk       #EntangledLife

WORKSHOPS



UK GREEN FILM FESTIVAL:  WED 3 –  SUN 14 NOV 2021

Taking place each year up and down the country, the UK Green Film 
Festival screens some of the very best films from around the world, 
exploring the big environmental issues we face today.

UK Green Film Festival, Cinecov and Green Futures present 

NOW 7.30PM, THU 4 NOV 2021
Pay As You Wish (£0, £3, £5)
The Box at FarGo Village, CV1 5ED

A new wave of climate activists is rising, concerned and angry about our 
future in an ever-warming world. Now follows this young generation of 
rebels as they do everything they can to challenge the status quo and 
push for social and political change. Includes a post show talk with artist 
Rob Hamp.

JOURNEY TO UTOPIA 6.45PM, SAT 6 NOV 2021
£10 / £9 concession
Warwick Arts Centre, CV4 7AL

Domestic bliss meets climate crisis. The enlightened, forward thinking 
Mo family lead a picture-perfect life on their farm in Norway. But recently, 
climate anxiety and fear for the planet is keeping them up at night. This 
is a heartwarming and brutally honest film about one family’s attempt to 
make a real difference under the shadow of climate change.

WOOD 2.15PM, SUN 7 NOV 2021
£9 / £8 concession
Warwick Arts Centre, CV4 7AL

Illegal logging is a global business worth billions. The head of the
Environmental Investigation Agency in Washington D.C. successfully 
pursues the machinations of the timber mafia worldwide. Rather than 
expose them, he tries to promote a change in the consciousness
of politics and civil society.

CHANGE FESTIVAL:  FRI 5 – SUN 7 NOV 2021

CHANGE Festival 2021 is inviting you to rise up to the climate crisis
and create a better future with an uplifting weekend of theatre, cabaret, 
discussions, music, workshops, craft and films for all ages. 

Highlights include:

HOW TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE  6PM – 8PM FRI 5 NOV 2021
£10
Warwick Arts Centre, CV4 7AL

Do you ever feel overwhelmed or unsure about how you can rise up
and make a difference to our climate and environmental crisis? Do 
you question whether your actions will have an impact? If so, then this 
groundbreaking event is for you. Speakers for this event include Minna 
Salami, Satish Kumar, Jonathon Porritt and Amisha Ghadiali.

I STAND FOR WHAT I STAND ON 6.15PM – 7.15PM SUN 7 NOV 2021
£17, free tickets available for U18s
Warwick Arts Centre, CV4 7AL

This moving, intimate performance features a live cast of four young 
climate strikers from Gloucester and a digital cast of global youth
activists. The show is performed directly to each audience member 
through headphones with original sound and digital design.

Visit www.changefestival.org for more information and the
full programme. 

FESTIVALS



FOLLOW OUR STORY AND JOIN US AT:
coventry2021.co.uk/explore/green-futures 
@coventry2021 
#GreenFutures #HeritageSupported #COP26 #WeAreGreen
Green Futures is supported by The National Lottery Heritage Fund.


